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SUMMARY- -

Measurements of drag, base pressure and aerodynamic heat transfer have
been made on a sharp cone in free flight at Mach numbers up to 3.8 and free
stream Reynolds numbers up to 77 millions based on cone length. The drag
and base pressure measurements were in good agreement with estimates. The
heat transfer data were however degraded by deficiencies in the construction
of the thermocouples. Nevertheless they did show that the aerodynamic heat
flux was uniform over the base. In particular there was no evidence of high
vslues  at the rear stagnation point.

VReplaces  R.A.E. Technical Report 66394-  A.R.C. 29060.
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I INTRODUCTION

This paper describes two separate experimental investigations with
freely flying cones. The first of' these relates to heat transfer and surface
pressures in regions of separated flow associated with backward-facing steps.
Some results of this investigation relative to 15” semi-angle sharp cones
having concentric sting attachments on the base are presented in Ref.1. In
the present report similar data were obtained for a 8.5’ semi-angle sharp cone
flying freely without a sting attachment. The second investigation was con-
cerned aith  the aerodynamic characteristics of freely flying cones. Such
shapes are of interest in the context of satellite re-entry. Initially the
investigations were  limited to transonic  and low supersonic speeds and to
cones similar to those of the first investigation.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

Three models mere flown each consisting of a 8.5’  semi-angle sharp cone
having a base diameter of IO inches. Two were  designed to measure drag, base
pressures and wsll  temperatures and are designated models 1 and 2. The
remaining model, designated model 3, was designed to measure drag wd base
pressures only.

All the models were machined and polished to give centre-line average
values of external surface fanish of between 10 and. 20 micro-inches. Construc-
tional details together with the location of pressure orifices are given in
Fig. 1.

&z&sls 1 and 2

The locations at which temperaturos  were measured are shown in Figs.l(a)
and 2. These models mere designed to obtain heat transfer data appropriate
to an area consisting of the base surface and the cone surface just ahead of
the base. The latter surface is subsequently referred to as the cone skirt.
The external walls  of the cone skirt and base xere  made from mild steel, the
mean thickness of the former being 0.040  inch and that of the latter 0,028  inch.

The models were fitted with polished metal reflectors located O-1 inch
from the internal surface of the calorimeter wall. These were intended to
limit the radiation and convection of heat from the latter to the interior of
the model. Another feature was a small gap of about 0.02 inch between the
calorimeter wall of the base and the cone. This was incorporated to mitigate
distortions arising from thermal expansions during flight and to eliminate
effectively the conduction of heat from one component to the other.
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Forward of the cone skirt the external wall  of each model vas made from

steel in the form of a hollow oone which housed telemetry  equipment and the
ballast material necessary to adjust the weight and centre of gravity position.

The construction of this model was similar  to models 1 and 2 with the
exception of the base region which, because temperature measurements were not
required, consisted of a solid magnesium-alloy casting. Telemetry equipment
was housed in the model forward of this component.

2.1 Telemetry aeriels

The telemetry aerials on models 1 and 2 consisted of tuned semi-circular
slots cut into the thin-walled base thus avoiding protruberanoea  and hence flow
disturbances ahead of the base (Fig.l(a)).

Tea spike aerials were used on model 3. These protruded from the sup-
face about 4 inches ahead of the base (F&l(b)). Model 3 was originally
designed to measure longitudinal stability derivatives as well as drag and base
pressures and in this original form had amaJl lateral-thrust rocket motors
attached to the base thus precluding the use of this area for accommodating the
aerials.

2.2 Roostins  arrangements

The boosting arrangements are illustrated in Figs.3 and 4. The models
were mounted in tandem on their boost assemblies and were designed to separate
from the latter under the influence of the drag and inertia forces after the
rocket motors had ceased to thrust. In the case of the twin-boost arrangement
for models I and 2 it was naceasary to modify the boost nozzles. If nozzles
aligned with the axes of the boost motors had been used on a tuin-motor
assembly a large thrust couple would have resulted if either of the motors had
failed to ignite, thus constituting a potential range hazard. To minimiac  the
couple arising in the event of such a failure and make the assembly safe to use
on the Aberporth Range the thrust of each motor was directed through a point
near the mean centre-of-gravity of the complete assembly by using nozzles at
an angle to the axes of the motors.

3 INSTRUMSNTATION

AU the models were equipped vrith inductance-type transducers to measure
longitudinal and transverse  accelerations and base pressures. Models I and 2
vfere additionally instrumented to measure wall temperatures using thcnnooouplca
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attached to the internal surfaces of the calorimeter walls. Each thermocouple
junction was constructed fmm O.CO& inch diameter chrome1 and alumel  wires by
arc welding the ends together to form a bead about 0.010 inoh to 0.015 inch
in diameter. This  bead was then welded 'to the surface by means of a miniature
spot welder. Recent laboratory measuremonts3 however have shown  that thermo-
couples fcrmed in this way respond as if the Junction were located smne
0.010 inch from the surface.

A R.A.E. sub-miniature 465 H/OS telemeter was incorporated in all the
models. In the case of models 1 end 2 it was modified to allow miring of
inductance and vcltage  types of input.

4 DESCRIPIION Ol? TRSIS

Models 1 and 2 were launched at the R.A.E. Range at Aberporth. In each
case the model and rocket-motor assembly was successfully tracked by the range
inst-ntation,  namely kinetheodolites  snd reflection radio-Doppler up to the
point cf model separation. Thereafter the separated models  were not tracked
because of their small size and the remoteness of the ground tracking stations
from the line-of-fire.

The telemetry records indioatcd  that both these models were SubJcoted  to
substantial impulsive forces at separation end in the case of model 1 all the
thermocouples ceased to function subscqucntly. In the case of model 2 failure
of fourteen thermocouples occurred out of a tctsl of twenty-fwc  - Fig.2 shows
the location of those thermocouples  from which usable data were  obtained.
The remaining instruments in these models functioned satisfactorily throughout
the flight.

Model 3 was launched  at the R.A.E. range at Larkhill  and was successfully
tracked by klncthecdolites  throughout flight.

Trajectory data appropriate to each model are presented in Figs.57.
Atmospheric pressure, density and tempcratum  rclevsnt  to the flight altitudes
were obtained  by the usual range procedures 2 .

5 DATARRDUCTION

5.4 Tra;rectoq

Whcrc possible, velocity and spaoe  co-ordinates were derived  from data
given by the range  instruments external to the models, that is by kine-
theodclites and reflection Doppler. Such data, however, were  not available
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for models 1 and 2 after separation from their booster assemblies. and a
different procedure referred to subsequently as method k had to be adopted.
In these cases velocity and space co-ordinates uere integrated from the tele-
metered measurements of deceleration assuming a ballistic flight path.*

The initial conditions for this integration prooess  were those appropriate
to the complete assembly at the instant of model separation.

The velocities determined in this way were sensitive to uncertainties in
the initial conditions because the actual instant of model separation  is
difficult to establisn. They were also sensitive to uncertainties in the
telemetered measurements of deceleration. Thus the reliability of the velocity
data for models 1 and 2 was not so good as that for model 3 where kinethoodolite
coverage was obtained throughout the flight.

For the reasons noted  in section 6.1 the trajectory data for model 2 after
separation wore also determined independently of either the model-borne or range
instrumentation. In this procedure, referred to subsequently as method B, it
was assumed that the flight path was ballistic snd that the variation of drag
coefficient with Mach number was the same as that determined for modell.

5.2 Drag ati base pressure measurements

Drag and base-pressure coefficients mere  derived using the telemetered
longitudinal-accelerometer and base-pressure data respectively. The reduction
procedures usedare as described in Ref.2.

5.3 Temperature measurements

From the measurements of wall  temperature values  of heat flux to each
station were obtained. These values roprcsent nett  qusntities,  qnctt,
time:-

Slett  ' 9aero + 'lateral - q.adiation  - 'air conduction - (Ifree convection .(I)

These terms are defined in the list of symbols.

The data reduction procedure used assumes that the thermocouples
sense directly the temperature of the internal surface of the walls. Ref.3
shonrs that this assumption is not accurate for the bead-type thermocouple
construction used in the present tests. Unfortunately, however, sdjuslments

*The assumption of a ballistic flight path was substantiated by the
response of the transverse accelerometers which shored  thase models were sub-
jected to negligible side forces.
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for this effect arc not practical except during the initial stages of flight
and have not been attempted in the present instance.

Because of the uncertainties in the measurement of the heat flux near
zero-heat-transfer conditions and because of the lack of precise information
regarding the magnitude of the non-aerodynsmic  heat fluxes no reliable deter-
mination of recovery factors could be made. The heat-transfer data were
therefore reduced assuming a constant value  of recovery factor of O-89 relative
to free-stream conditions; ths assumed value was based on the wind-tunnel
data  summsriscd  in Ref.&

5.3.1 Reference heat fluxes

The experimental aerodynamic heat flux at each station, $, was compared
with two theoretical heat fluxes:

(a) qfp,  the flat plate value of aerodynamic  heat flux appropriate to
free-stream conditions, a turbulent boundary layer and local nsll  temperature
evsluated  in accordance with Eckert's  intermediate enthslpy  theory as described
in Ref.5. The relevant  length of boundary-layer run was taken as half the
wetted length from the apex to the station in the case of stations on the cone
skirt and as half the wetted length from the apex to the base in the case of
stations on the base. Since no account is taken of variations in local condi-
tions in the determination of 9fP

it is not a likely medium for collapsing
data completely. It does however permit some appreciation of relative magni-
tudes in that it can be used to normslise  data with respect to wall  temperature
an3 reference length.

b) Q, evaluated in the same way as qfp, except that instead of taking
conditions outside the boundary layer to correspond tc the free stream they
were considered to be appropriate to the estimated local-flow conditions just
outside the boundary layer for stations on the cone and just outside the
initial wake  boundary for stations on the base. Theoretically the ratio
dqA should be unity for stations on a ccne of uniform temperature with a
boundary layer turbulent from the apex. Thus the ratio may be regarded as a
convenient measure of the applicability of the theory of Ref.5 for predicting
the heat flux to the cone skirt and of taking scme account of variations in
local conditions in the case of stations on the base.

In the case of stations on the cone skirt a third reference heat flux
was used. This heat flux, q&, was estimated on a similar basis t0 q, above,
but with some account taken of non-isothermal effects. The calculations of



qb were based on the theory of Ref.6. It was assumed that the temperature of
the forebody ahead of the cone shirt remained at its initial temperature at
launch throughout flight, that is at the measured atmospheric temperature at
ground level, namely 284%.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Dran and base nressures

The variation of drag and base pressure with Mach number for the models
is presented in Figs.%-12. The measurements of drag for models 1 and 3 are
given in Figs.@a)  and (b) respectively. The total drag relationships for all
the models are compared in Fig.9. The data for the base pressure are presented
in a similar manner in Figa.lO(a)  to IO(o) respectively and compared in Fig.11.

Fig.8 include estimates 7 of turbulent skin-friction drag assuming that
the surface temperature remains at the ambient temperature at launch throughout
flight. An estimate of the isolated drag of the aerials on model 3 based on
Refa.7 and 8 is included also in Fig.8(b).

In Fig.8 the trajectory data for models 1 and 2 were obtained by integrat-
ing telemetered accelerometer records (method A of section 5.1) and that for
model 3 from kinetheodolite  data. In order that the total-drag data for the
cones should be directly comparable the estimated isolated drag of the aerials
has been subtracted from the total drag of model 3.

It is apparent from Fig.9 that at supersonic speeds the drags of mcdels  I
and j are in fair agreement and that of model 2 is discrepant from both. At
high subsonic speeds differences between the determinations of drag for the
models are more likely to be greater than at supersonic speeds, through the
rapid changes in drag that occur then and consequent limitations in the
accuracy of the reduction procedures. More weight is therefore accorded to
the drag measurements at supersonic speeds and here one would expect little
variation between models since the shapes, surface finish and test environment
were similar, particularly in the case of models I and 2. Therefore it is
presumed that the accelerometers from which the trajectory data for model 2
were derived had not functioned accurately. TraJeCtory  data as derived by
method B (section 5.1) are used elsewhere - that is, it was assumed that the
total drag relationship for model 1 in Fig.8 also obtained for model 2.

The differences beixeen the Mach number histories for model 2 derived by
methods A and B are shown in Fig.6. They mere less than 0.08  in Mach number
above Mach 1. These differences are equivalent approximately to a three
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per cent difference in acoeleration - that is an amount somewhat higher but
nevertheless comparable with the accuracy of the telemetry equipment.

The detailed plots of base pressure for each orifice position shown in
Fig.10 indicate thet no significant pressure gradients existed over the base.
Therefore base drag coefficients were derived assuming mean values of the
measured pressure to exist over the entire base area. The departure from a
smooth variation with Mach number of the pressure from orifice PI on model 1

apparent in Fig.lO(a)  is implausible. The results from orifices in c1 similar
position on the othsr models do not shorn this feature and the possibility of
a spurious response from tho pressure trsnsducer  cannot be discounted.

In Fig.11 a comparison is made betTeen the base pressures for the three
models. At supersonic speeds the measurements are consistently within the
expected uncertainties. At subsonic speeds the measurements are less consis-
tent and it is possible that the differences may be due in part to the Increas-
ing uncertainty in assessing trajectory data for models 1 and 2 as flight time
increases. In the case of model 3 some of the difference may be due to inter-
ference effects arising from the protruding aerials. For example in Ref.9
the presence of protruberances  in the form of fins ahead of a base has been
shown to result in increased base pressures, the greatest increase occurring
at subsonic speeds.

Sharp  peaks occur in the base pressurz coefficients of all models near
sonic speeds. This is qualitatively consistent with the data summsrisod  by
Nash in Rcf.lOwhere  similar trends on the blunt trailing-edges of aerofoils
are note& The maxima measured in the present test are seen to vary between
models both in magnitude and in the Mach numbcr  .et which they occur but these
variations msy be due in part at least to exporimontdl  uncertainty.

Base pressure coefficients appropriate to a 9’ semi-angle cone having a
cylindrical sting attached to the base  U-O also lncludod  in Fig.11 for Mach
numbers from 3.5 to 9-O. These coefficients  nre from Ref.15 and acre obtained
at Reynolds numbers substantially lower than those for the present tests.

The base pressure measurements at supersonic speeds for all the models
are compared in Fig.10 rrith estimates based on the method proposed by Chapman
in Ref.11. The basis of this method is the use, in conjunction with an
empiricsit correlation curve, of the static pressure and Mach number estimated
at soma point on a hypothetical streomwise  extension of the cone base. The
precise location of the point at which these quantities are estimated is
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conjectural. It would appear to depend largely on the extent of the dead-air
region in the base wake.. Chapman proposes that a point at one base diameter
downstresm  of the real base be used.. In Ref. 12, however, Whitfield and Potter
obtained a better prediction of the base pressure measurements mode on a 9'
semi-angle sharp  cone. They used values of static pressure and Mach number
estimated at a point immediately downstream of the real  base together with a
modified form  of Chapman's empirical correlation. . .

The estimates of base pressure in Pig.10 were made for the present model
configuration using the methods of Refs. 11 and 12nithout  change. It can be
seen that the present data lie generally between the estimates from both
sources.

In Pig.12 theoretical 13 values of the cone wave drag are compared with
1

those derived from models 1 and 3. Tho exparimcntal,data  represent the
residual drag after the measured base drag, estimated skin-friction'drag &xl,
in the case of model 3 the estimated 78 aerial drag have been subtracted from
the total drag measured for each model. There is good agreement between the
estimated and experimental values of wave drag. The discrepancy is eve&here
less than five por cent of theStotsl  drag coefficient. Some of this dis- .'
orepancy might be attributed to uncertainties in the estimates of the skin
friction and aerial drag.

6.2 Heat transfer

Heat transfer data were obtained only from model 2. Although model 1

was also instrumented to measure heat transfer no information was obtained from
it due to a fault in the telemetry equipment arising probably from the dis-
turbance at model separation. The results from model 2 wore from eight ..
stations onthe base and three stations on the cone skirt in the positiona
shown in Fig.2. No results were obtained  from the remaining stations possibly
due to a breakage of the thermocouples during the separation disturbance.

' ' Fig.13 shows.the  variation with flight time of the mean,temp,erature
measured on the cone skirt and base together  nith upper and lower limits
representing the mxximurg and minimum temperatures at individual stations.
Apart from station Sl2 on the. cone skirt it is soen  from Fig.13 that the maxi-
mum variation betmeen stations is evorynhere  less than 30K"  on the base and
15lS' on the cone skirt.

Estimated values of the principal non-ncrodynsmic heat fluxes in equa-
tion (I) are presented for typical stations on the cone skirt and base in
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Fig.14 assuming the values for the wall  emiaaivitiea and temperature of the
radiation shield are as specified in Table 1. The maximum total ncn-
aerodynamic heat  flux is about 0.75  CHU ft-2 -1

aec on the cone skirt and
0.15  CHU ft-*  set-' on the base. Since for the moat part these quantities
are smell  compared to the nett heat flux except of ccurae near  zero heat
transfer conditions end ore also subject to some computing uncertainty it has
been assumed that  the aemdynamic  heat flux is equal to the nett heat  flux
for all stations except 32. The lower temperature at station S12 during
decelerating flight is qus.l.itatively  consistent with the proximity (O-25  inch)
of this station to the cooler bulk of the cone forebody  (see Fig.2). Typical
distributions of' temperature and aerodynamic heat flux to the cone skirt  and
base at several Mach numbers are presented in Fig.15. The vsrintion of these
quantities with Mach number for the stations on the cone skirt end the base
sre presented in Fig.76.

6.2.1 Heat transfer to cone skirt

During accelerating flight, when the model was mounted on the boost
assembly, the temperatures measured at the three stations on the cone skirt
were approximnteljr  equal at constant Mach number and the nett heat flux wss
approximetely  uniform along  the surface.

During decelerating flight, after the model had. separated from the boost
assembly, the temperature measured at station 32 indicated a considerable
gradient along  the ccne skirt. This naa attributed to the proximity of S12

tc the heat sink formed by the bulk of the model (Fig.2) and the heat flux to
this station was corrected for en estimated lateral heat flux on the assumption
that the heat sink remained at the launching temperature of 284%  throughout
flight. With this correction the variation of the aemdynsmic  heat transfer
coefficients at at&ion S12 were similar to those cbtaincd  at the other
stations on the ccne skirt.

6.2.2 Comparison with reference heat fluxes

In Fig.16 the theoretical heat fluxes q, and q& are compared with the
experimental heat flux to the ccne skirt. The theoretioel  values are those
appropriate to a flat plate in the local flow conditions existing just outside
a turbulent boundary layer  ever  the acne. At all stations on the cone skirt
during accelerating  flight the experimental values are in better agreement
with the theoretical values  relevant to an isothermal surface, q4.
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During decelerating flight the measurements are in better agreement with
the non-isothermal  values of the theoretical heat flux, qen, particularly as
maximum temperature on the cone skirt is approached at approximately !4 = 3.

Although there is appnrentiy  close agreement be+zveen the experimental and
theoretical heat fluxes to the cone skirt during  accelerating flight this
result was obtained us-ing a thermocouple construction which  is now believed 3

to give rise to determinations of heat flux somewhat lower than the true magni-
tcde. Since no correotion  to take account of thermocouple construction has
been attempted such close agreement between experiment and theory is unexpected.
It may be that thet&mocouple construction effect has been oancelled by some
other unidentified factor. nor exsmpla,  the effects of interference between
the boost assembly and cone skirt could result in heat fluxes greater than
those predicted by theory which  assumes flow conditions free from interference
on the cone skirt.

6.2.3 &at transfer to base

No heat transfer data during accelerating flight vrere obtained for the
base surface because it was shrouded by the boost assembly for that part of the
flight. During decelerating flight the variations in temperature  and heat
flux at a given Mach number at the various stations illustrated in Fig.15 are

comparable to the accuracy of the measuring technique and therefore cannot be
interpreted as significant.

The experimental heat fluxes to the cone base are cornFred  with tha
reference heat fluxes q, and qfp in Fig.17. This comparison is presented in
the form of ratios qm/qe  and dqfp against Mach  number, where qm is the
experimental heat flux and qe and qfp are as defined in section 5.3.1. The

curves of Fig.17 have been drawn through a considerable scatter in the measure-
ments from the individual measuring stations. The extent of this scatter is
indicated in the figure.

.

New zero heat transfer conditions bebeenhl = 1.6 and 2.5, the magnitude
of the measured heat flux was comparable to the experimental uncertainties and
the scatter in the ratios, %/qe ana qm'ql=p~ was such that no data for this
region have been presented.

Fig.17 indicates that the mean heat flux to the cone base at speeds
above M z 2.5 was about O-15  times the theoretical reference heat flux to a
flat plate at zero incidence in the free stream, qfp, and about 0.3, rising to
about O-7 atM = 3.81, times the theoretical reference heat flux to the w&de
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boundary assuming the latter to be replaced by a solid surface, qc At speeds
below M = l-6 the scatter in the ratios is generally larger thsn at the higher
Mach numbers and the relevant data must be regarded as being less reliable.
Both the ratios, however, show a trena  towards unity with,decreasing Mach
number.

6.2.4  Comparison with other tests

In Fig.18 the mean heat flux to the cone base at M = 3.5  from the present
tests is compared with similar measurements reported in Ref.1. The latter
measurements were made using 15’ semi-angle cones (compared mxth 8.5’ for the
tories in the present test) having a step down to a cylindrical sting attached
to the base. The ratio of sting diameter to base diameter was varied between
these models. Measurements were made of the heat flux to the model surface
in the separated flow region aft of the step.

In Fig.18 the ratio, al'%? is plotted against the ratio of sting dia-
meter to base diameter for the two models from Ref.1  (where the flow reattached
on the sting) and for the present tests. The latter corresponds to the case

of zero, sting diameter. Fig.18  suggests that %//se is not s&or&y dependent
on the ratio of sting diameter to base diameter. That 4T/q4  over the cone
base without a sting  is apparently greater than for cones with stings does not
necessarily signify a trend. It may be attributable in part to experimentsl
uncertainty and in part to the differences in cone angle between the models of
Ref.1 and those of the present tests.

A particular feature of the present results is the approximate uniformity
in heat flux over the cone base at constant Mach number. It is of interest
to note that in the test of Ref.i& substantial variations were found in the
heat transfer rates over the blunt base of a hemisphere-cylinder at constant
Mach number with the hxghest  heating rate occurring at the base centre. These
latter results, obtained in a shock tube at shock Mach numbers between 3.5  and
4.0, refer to e. forebody  shape different from that used in the present tests
and.  to flow conditions where the establishment of a steady equilibrium wake
flow  was probably not achieved.

7 CONCLUSIONS-

Measurements of total drag, base prossure  and aerodynamic heat flux have
been made  on a 8.5’ semi-angle, sharp cone in free flight over a Mach number
range of 0.8 to j-8 and at free-stream Reynolds numbers between 5 and 26  millions
per foot. The measured pressures  and aerodynamic heat fluxes mere approxi-
mately uniform  over the cone base at constant Mach number.
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The measured base pressures at supwsonic  speeds are in fair agreement
with estimates based on Chapman's method11 .

The measurements of total drag and base pressure xere  used in conJunction
with estimates of skin  friction drag to derive the cone wave drag. The wave
drag wss in good agreohent with Kopal's  theory.

The magnitude of the mean heat flux to the cone base at Mach numbers
above Z-5 was approximately 0.15  times that appropriate to a flat plate at zero
incidence in the free stream and approximately O-3, rising to 0.7, times that
appropriate to a solid surface replacing the make boundary.

The measured heat fluxes to the cone skirt during the heating phase of
the flight were in good agreement with theoretical values based on flat plate
theory,  these measurements mere, however, subject to some uncertainty arising
from deficiencies in the thermocouple construction used and from possible
interference effects between the boost motor assembly ard model.

A limited comparison  between the present tests at M = 3.5 and those of

Ref.1 indicate that the magnitude of the heat flux to the base of the cone at
zero incidence and free from base attachments is not markedly different from
that to cones having concentric cylindrical sting attachments  on the base.



g&a for estimating non-aep-dypmic  heat fluxes

Thermocouple stations units

Emissivity factor External surface, ee 0.76 o*zo  -

of measuring w&t Internal surface, si i O-76 0.20  -

Emissivity of radiation shield, es, 0~08 0.08 -

Temperature of radiation shield, Ts I 300 300
_-
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cD
CDserials

CDbase

CDskin

ka

Id

pb
PO
s,ero
%a*zr conduction

qexternal  radiation

4fp

%-ree convection

qe

qlateral

q&

%I
Qnett

SYMBOLS- -
drag coefficient = (drag)/qoS
aerial drag coefficient for model 3
= (aerial drag)/%  S
base drag coefficient
= (base drag)/qoS
skin friction coefficient
= (skin friction drag)/qoS
wave  drag coefficient
= (wave drag)/q,S
base pressure coefficient

= (P, - Po)&
mean thermal. conductivity of air in
the temperature range between TS
and 37 CHU f t-' ( Yi)-' se c-'
free-stream Mach number
measured base pressure lb/ft*
free-strea  static pressure lb/ft*
aerodynamic heat flux
heat flux conrlucted across internal
air gap + k,(T;r - Ts)/za
local heat flux arising from radia-
tion from externel  surface of the
measuring wall  ~5 $ se !$
theoreticel  aerodynamic heat flux
appropriate to free-stream conditions
additional heat flux across air gap'
arising from free convection
theoretical aerodynaCc  heat flux
appropriate to local conditions
change in nett local  heat flux arising
from temperature  gradients along the
measuring wsJl
theoretical aerodynamic heat flux q,
adjusted to non-isothermal v%J..l
conditions
experimentdl‘aerodynamic  heat flux
nett local heat flux

-2 -1CHU  ft set



SYMBOLS (C&d.)

%ett internal radiation nett local heat flux w-ising  from
radiation from the internal SUP- 7

Fadiation

s,
S

E e

'i

E s

7a

face of the measuring wall
= p [l/Ei + l/Es -1 I-’ [$ - l$ CHU  rt-2 see-’

nett  local heat flux  arising from
radiation from both surfaces of
the measuru~g wall J

free-stream dymmic pressure

reference area  = base area of cone
(= o-545  ft2)
temperature of radiation shield
temperature of measuring wall
Boltzmann's  constant
= 2.78 x IO-"  CHU ft-2  set-' (OX)'
emissivity factor  of measuring wall
externzl  surface
emissivity factor of measuring wall
intei.nal. surface
emissivity &?actor  of radiation
shield surface
thickness of air gap between internal
surface of mcnsuring wall  and radia-
tion shield (= O-C083  ft)

lb,'ft2
ft2

ft
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